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**GETTING STARTED:**
Print on thick paper and cut pieces carefully. Fold crisply on all dotted lines.

**PRO TIP:** Use only a very thin layer of white glue where indicated.

**HOW TO BUILD:**

1. Fold LEGS into a box and glue tab A inside to form LEGS. Fold triangle tabs at top and bottom of legs outward.
2. Glue bottom tabs on LEGS to spots marked B on BASE so artwork on tabs and BASE line up.
3. Glue tab C inside SKIRT to form SKIRT and fold tabs on top outward.
4. Glue tabs D and E inside bottom of BODY to form sides.
5. Glue tabs F and G inside BODY to form BODY box. Fold tabs O and P out.
6. Glue tabs on top of SKIRT to spots marked H on BODY.
7. Glue tabs I-L on LEGS onto corresponding spots on bottom of BODY.
8. Fold ARMS back at bracelets and glue to spots marked M and N on BODY.
9. Fold and glue tab Q to inside bottom of HEAD.
10. Glue tabs O and P on BODY to places marked on HEAD.
11. Glue tabs R and S on HEAD inside at bottom of FACE.
12. Glue tabs T and U inside at side of FACE.
13. Put glue on tabs V, W and X and close HEAD to complete Amy.